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Abstract. Relative fluctuations of observables in discrete stochastic systems are

bounded at all times by the mean dynamical activity in the system, quantified by

the mean number of jumps. This constitutes a kinetic uncertainty relation that

is fundamentally different from the thermodynamic uncertainty relation recently

discussed in the literature. The thermodynamic constraint is more relevant close to

equilibrium while the kinetic constraint is the limiting factor of the precision of a

observables in regimes far from equilibrium. This is visualized for paradigmatic simple

systems and with an example of molecular motor dynamics. Our approach is based

on the recent fluctuation response inequality by Dechant and Sasa [arXiv:1804.08250]

and can be applied to generic Markov jump systems, which describe a wide class of

phenomena and observables, including the irreversible predator-prey dynamics that we

use as an illustration.
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production, dynamical activity, molecular motors, population dynamics.
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Introduction – The characterization of dynamical fluctuations is one of the main

themes of nonequilibrium physics [1–38]. Works on this subject led, for instance,

to fluctuation relations [1–8], fluctuation-response relations [9–15], and recently

nonequilibrium inequalities [16–31]. The latter branch was sparked by the discovery

of a thermodynamic uncertainty relation (TUR) [16]. The TUR states that the variance

of a current in a stochastic system must be above a lower bound related to the entropy

produced in the whole system. It was first proven, with the theory of large-deviations, in

steady states [20] also for finite times [26]. A consequence of the TUR is that dissipation

is a price to pay for accessing the possibility of a large signal-to-noise ratio. This does not

guarantee that such high performance can be reached, as there could be other limiting

constraints.

Several results suggest that entropy production is not sufficient for characterizing

the physics of systems far from equilibrium [38], as it is the case for life processes [39].

Dissipation determines the response of equilibrium systems but far from equilibrium

we need to take into account also non-dissipative aspects [11, 15, 40]. The volume of

transitions in a system, regardless of the entropy associated with their occurrence, is

an example of non-dissipative quantity. This dynamical activity [38,41–44] may be the

number of jumps between states in discrete systems, which are those we will considered

below. We are thus talking of kinetic aspects, sometimes named frenetic aspects [23,38].

Recently, Dechant and Sasa (DS) put forward a flexible formalism [30] (recalled

briefly below) that yields a general fluctuation-response inequality. Its generality

stems also from the key role played there by a Kullback-Leibler divergence, a measure

that is clearly not limited to the description of nonequilibrium systems. With DS

approaches [29, 30] it is possible to prove the TUR, both in the steady state and in

transient regimes. Also the derivation of our main result starts from the DS fluctuation-

response inequality [30].

In this paper we introduce a kinetic uncertainty relation (KUR) for Markov

jump systems in continuous time [45], which describe a wide range of systems

(molecules hopping between states, chemical reactions, demographic dynamics, etc.).

This inequality limits observable fluctuations from an angle totally distinct from

the constraint of the TUR and is expressed as a function of time and of generic

observables (with finite average). It embodies previous inequalities for nonequilibrium

steady states [18, 21] (see also [28]) and is easily applicable to any dynamics without

thermodynamic interpretation.

Formula – The DS inequality [30] involves the response of a quantity X to a generic

variation in the system conditions, which we parametrize by α. This brings the

probability measure P (ω) to a new value Pα(ω), where ω may denote an instantaneous

state, a full trajectory, etc., and is defined in a space Ω where both 0 < P (ω) <∞ and

0 < Pα(ω) <∞. These measures are normalized (
∫

Ω
dωP (ω) = 1 and

∫
Ω
dωPα(ω) = 1)

and give rise to expectations 〈X〉 =
∫

Ω
dωP (ω)X(ω) and 〈X〉α =

∫
Ω
dωPα(ω)X(ω). A
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first DS nonequilibrium inequality reads

[〈X〉α − 〈X〉]2 ≤ 2〈∆X2〉αSα (1)

where 〈∆X2〉α = 〈X2〉α − (〈X〉α)2 is the variance of X with respect to the measure Pα

and

Sα =

∫
Ω

dωPα(ω) ln
Pα(ω)

P (ω)
(2)

is the relative entropy, or Kullback-Leibler divergence between the two probabilities. For

a small perturbation, Pα = P + αρ + O(α2) and this relative entropy may be written

as S = α2C +O(α3) with “cost function” C, where the prefactor α2 takes into account

the leading term in the expansion of S. Similarly, one finds 〈∆X2〉α ' 〈∆X2〉 + O(α).

By defining the susceptibility

χX =
∂〈X〉α

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=0

(3)

we may restate DS’ result by picking up the leading factors ∼ α2 from both sides of the

inequality (1),

χ2
X ≤ 2〈∆X2〉C . (4)

Let us now turn to an interesting descendant of this inequality.

Our application of this approach is for Markov jump processes, namely systems

with discrete states i, j, etc., and evolving in continuous time, with transition rates kij
denoting the probability per unit time to jump to j if the system is in i. Let us also

define the escape rate of a state i as λi =
∑

j kij. We are interested in studying a

quantity X(t) evolving from time t0 = 0 to time t according to this dynamics. Thus,

averages as 〈X〉t denote expectations where each ω = {i(s)|0 ≤ s ≤ t} is a trajectory

and P (ω) is its path probability taking into account also the initial state density. The

process does not need to be in a steady state, it may also be experiencing a transient

phase.

Perhaps surprisingly, a simple global rescaling of rates kij → kαij = (1+α)kij (hence

λαi = (1+α)λi) yields interesting results. A α-modification may not correspond to a true

physical perturbation [30], in general it may be a virtual change. Indeed, the rescaling

of rates is equivalent to a global change in pace of the system and leads naturally to

perturbed quantities that are just unperturbed ones evaluated at longer times if α & 0.

In particular, 〈X〉αt = 〈X〉t+αt and thus

χX(t) = t
d〈X〉t
dt

≡ t〈Ẋ〉t (5)

A key feature of this α-perturbation is its cost function,

C(t) =
1

2
〈K〉t , (6)

〈K〉t ≡
∑
i 6=j

〈nij〉t (7)
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where the sum is over is the mean number of jumps 〈nij〉t between any ordered pair (i, j)

of states. The expectation 〈K〉t (whose derivation is detailed before the conclusions) is

a measure of how on average the system has been active during the period [0, t], i.e. it

is the mean dynamical activity of the system integrated over the period [0, t]. Thus, the

inequality (4) generates a KUR, (
t〈Ẋ〉t

)2

〈∆X2〉t
≤ 〈K〉t (8)

In a steady state this equation matches previous formulas for currents [18] and counting

observables [21]. By defining the precision of X at time t as

gX(t) =
〈Ẋ〉2t
〈∆X2〉t/t

, (9)

and a mean frequency of jumps κ(t) = 〈K〉t/t, we may rewrite the inequality as an

upper kinetic bound on the precision,

gX(t) ≤ κ(t) . (10)

For better graphical comparisons, in some examples we will plot gX(t)/κ(t) ≤ 1, which

quantifies how close is the inequality (10) to being saturated. Similarly, denoting by

〈Σ〉t the total entropy (in units with the Boltzmann constant kB = 1) produced in the

time interval [0, t] and by σ(t) = 〈Σ〉t/t the mean rate of entropy production, we quote

the (time-dependent) TUR as (
t〈Ẋ〉t

)2

〈∆X2〉t
≤ 1

2
〈Σ〉t , (11)

gX(t) ≤ 1

2
σ(t) , (12)

which was expressed in this form by DS [29]. In the following, we drop the time

dependence from symbols in case we deal with steady state averages.

Examples – One may wonder whether kinetic constraints are useful in thermodynamic

systems [18]. In fact, close to equilibrium there is a finite activity (the system

jumps also in equilibrium) while entropy production tends to zero. Hence, around

equilibrium the TUR brings certainly a tighter constraint on a current precision than

the KUR [18]. However, the standard example of a one-dimensional biased random

walker shows immediately that far from equilibrium the ranking can be reversed. A

force F (normalized by unit displacement over kBT ) is applied toward positive values,

and a walker jumps from i to i + 1 with rate p = eF/2 or to i − 1 with rate q = e−F/2

so that local detailed balance is fulfilled: log p/q = F corresponds to the entropy

added to the environment for i → i + 1, and the average rate of entropy production is
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Figure 1. Plots visualizing the TUR and KUR for different systems, as a function of

the entropy production rate σ, which quantifies the distance from equilibrium. (a) The

precision gX of the displacement for a one-dimensional biased random walk is bounded

from above by σ/2 (TUR) and κ (KUR). (b) The same plot for a current integrated

over a finite time t in a random network with N = 4 nodes and (c) for an observable

depending nonlinearly on countings (see the text for more details).

σ = 〈Σ〉t/t = (p−q)F . Clearly this value exceeds the mean jumping rate κ = (p+q) for

sufficiently large forces, where the KUR becomes the limiting factor for the precision.

The latter, for X equal to the displacement at time t from the initial position, is given

by gX = J2/(2D) with average current J = 〈Ẋ〉 = (p − q) and diffusion constant

D = p + q = κ. In Fig. 1(a) we show the precision together with σ/2 and κ as a

function of the mean dissipation rate σ (points parametrized by increasing F ). The

figure visualizes how gX is first limited from above by the entropic constraint and then,

getting farther from equilibrium by increasing σ, it becomes bounded by the frenetic

limit g ≤ κ.

The generality of the nonequilibrium frenetic bounds on the precision of a stochastic

current is illustrated with a second example, in which we focus on finite times. Let us

consider networks of N states fully connected by transition rates kij = exp(sij/2) and

reverse kji = exp(−sij/2), with sij drawn randomly from the interval [−∆Smax,∆Smax].

The entropy production in a trajectory visiting states {i0, i1, . . . , iM} is thus the sum

Σ(t) =
∑M

m=1 sim−1im plus boundary terms that do not matter after averaging in the

steady state. Due to the randomization, some networks dissipate on average more than

others. Using for instance N = 4 and ∆Smax = 5, we generate a wide spectrum of σ

values.

We first choose to observe the current X(t) = nxy(t)− nyx(t) over the single bond

(x, y) with largest sxy = maxi,j sij in each network. We thus count the jumps from x to y

minus those from y to x up to time t, with t = 1/mini 6=j kij small enough to not sample

the steady state value for gX(t). In Fig. 1(b) each point represents an average for a given

random network. We see again that the time-dependent TUR [26, 30] (gX(t) < σ/2)

limits the current precision near equilibrium while the KUR (gX(t) < κ) is the limiting

factor far from equilibrium.
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Figure 2. Model of kinesin pulling against a force F : left panels for −F =

1.05pN, right panels for −F = 5.63pN. (a), (b) Precision gX of the molecular

motor displacement in the steady state as a function of ATP concentration, together

with half mean dissipation σ/2 and mean jumping rate κ. (c), (d) Ratio of the

precision with these quantities. All plots highlight that in physiological conditions

1mM . [ATP] . 10mM it is the KUR that determines the upper limit of precision.

The observable X, however, needs not to be a current or an absolute counting. To

show this, let us consider a weird nonlinear combination of local activity and global

entropy production, X(t) = [(nxy(t) + nyx(t))Σ(t)]1/5. In Fig. 1(c) we see that also

this observable obeys the KUR and the TUR [30]. Here, for simplicity, we have always

started from steady state conditions. The KUR would also hold by starting trajectories

from generic conditions. The same is true for the TUR, if the Shannon entropy change

is also included in Σ(t) [29].

A molecular motor model confirms that the KUR is relevent in real nonequilibrium

regimes. The model [46, 47] is based on parameters extracted from experimental data

and describes the motion of a kinesin molecule on a microtubule while pulling against an

external force F < 0. Kinesin can be either in state A (both arms on the tubule) or state

B (one arm raised). The transition from A to B can be activated either by thermal

fluctuations or by ATP consumption. We compute analytically σ, κ, and the scaled

cumulants of the motor displacement (mean velocity J and second scaled cumulant C2)

by means of large-deviation theory [44, 47], see the Appendix for more details on this

method and on the kinesin model. As before, the precision is gX = J2/C2.

In typical in vivo conditions (−F ≈ pN, ATP concentration 1mM . [ATP] .
10mM), in Fig. 2 we see that κ < σ/2, i.e., it is the kinetic constraint that puts a
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Figure 3. For the prey-predator model, we plot the KUR precision ratio gX(t)/κ(t)

for the counting X of predator deaths up to time t. Curves are for the three initial

conditions discussed in the text (N = 3200, b = 0.1, d1 = 0.1, d2 = 0, p1 = 0.25,

p2 = 0.05, curves from averages over 104 trajectories). The horizontal dashed line

highlights that gX(t)/κ(t) ≤ 1. The insets show a scheme of the transition rates of

the model, and a relaxation trajectory from initial state of condition (C) toward a

stochastic oscillatory regime.

ceiling on the precision of kinesin motion. At the smaller force [Fig. 2(a),(c)], there

is a regime of almost optimized precision at around [ATP]= 0.1mM. While a lower

precision seems normal at small fuel concentrations, it is perhaps more surprising when

the environment furnishes more resources. However, this should not be considered

unusual in life processes [39]. A nontrivial combination of dissipation with frenetic

aspects may underlie this behavior for systems far from equilibrium.

The KUR is valid also for non-thermodynamic systems. We may for example

consider processes without microscopic reversibility (some kij 6= 0 while kji = 0), where

the TUR cannot be applied. The following example of population dynamics falls in this

category.

Stochastic equations are routinely applied in studies of population dynamics, of

which a simple model is the predator-prey dynamics that gives rise quasi-periodic

oscillations (due to stochastic amplification [48]). The system is described by the number

of predators (n individuals of kind A) and preys (m individuals of kind B) in a niche

allowing at most N individuals, i.e., n + m ≤ N . Working in the context of urn

models [48], where also empty slots (E) are considered, the rates that describe the

escape from a state i = (n,m) are built upon microscopic processes (birth BE
b−→ BB,

death A
d1−→ E, B

d2−→ E and predation AB
p1−→ AA, AB

p2−→ AE). They become

k(1) = d1n, k(2) = 2bm
N

(N − n − m), k(3) = 2p2
nm
N

+ d2m, and k(4) = 2p1
nm
N

, see the

scheme in the inset of Fig. 3.
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As an observable, in this demographic model we consider the number X(t) of

predators’ deaths (clearly originated by an irreversible process) up to time t, related

to the transition 1 with rates k(1)(n,m). The system is simulated with a Gillespie

algorithm [49] and is released at time zero from a given initial condition: (A) in steady

state, (B) with an abundance of predators (n/N = 3m/N = 0.6), or (C) with an

abundance of preys (m/N = 3n/N = 0.6). In the large inset of Fig. 3 we see an

example of relaxation toward the regime with stochastic oscillations, for case (C). We

collect the statistics of X in this transient phase. Fig. 3 shows that in all cases the ratio

gX(t)/κ(t) ≤ 1, as expected.

To compute the mean jumping rate κ(t) in the simulation it is sufficient to record

the total number of transitions in [0, t] and average this value over many realizations of

the process. We stress that in this system it is impossible to talk about irreversibility

in the sense of ratios of reciprocal rates, kij/kji. Indeed such ratio is not defined for

transitions 1 and 4, which do not have allowed reversals. Conversely, it seems a natural

and easy procedure to count events to determine the mean dynamical activity.

Derivation – To prove (6)-(7) we need to find the Kullback-Leibler divergence

generated by the rescaling, to order α2, namely the expectation 〈lnPα(ω)/P (ω)〉αt . For

a given trajectory ω = {i(s)|0 ≤ s ≤ t} of a jump process, i(s) is a piece-wise constant

function of time which performs M jumps between states {i0, . . . , iM}. The ratio of

path probabilities reads

Pα(ω)

P (ω)
= exp

[∫ t

0

(λi(s) − λαi(s))ds
] M∏
m=1

kαim,im+1

kim,im+1

= exp

[
−α
∫ t

0

λi(s)ds

]∏
i 6=j

(1 + α)nij

The average of its log,〈
ln
Pα(ω)

P (ω)

〉α
t

= −α
〈∫ t

0

λi(s)ds

〉α
t

+ ln(1 + α)
∑
i 6=j

〈nij〉αt (13)

contains a first term that, with the (time-dependent) perturbed state density ραi (s), can

be rewritten as 〈∫ t

0

λi(s)ds

〉α
t

=
1

1 + α

〈∫ t

0

λαi(s)ds

〉α
t

=
1

1 + α

∫ t

0

∑
i 6=j

ραi (s)kαijds

=
1

1 + α

∫ t

0

∑
i 6=j

d〈nij〉αs
ds

ds =
1

1 + α

∑
i 6=j

〈nij〉αt
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This in (13) yields a prefactor ln(1 + α) − α/(1 + α) ∼ α2/2 for 〈nij〉αt , allowing us

to replace it by 〈nij〉t to leading order. Thus, we finally have the Kullback-Leibler

divergence leading to (6)-(7),〈
ln
Pα(ω)

P (ω)

〉α
t

=
α2

2

∑
i 6=j

〈nij〉t +O(α3) (14)

Conclusions – The kinetic constraint described in this work is a further

characterization of fluctuations in stochastic systems. Such time-dependent uncertainty

relation for a fluctuating quantity takes into account the mean dynamical activity of the

whole system and includes steady state versions [18,21] as special cases. The universality

of the DS inequality [30] for us yields a formula for generic regimes (transient, oscillatory,

steady, etc.) and generic observables. The DS inequalities [29, 30] include also the

TUR as another special case. The same approach leads to other inequalities [30, 31]

not characterized by entropy production or dynamical activity as in TUR and KUR,

respectively, but by other cost functions.

For thermodynamic systems, the KUR is complementary to the uncertainty relation

based on thermodynamic considerations and focusing on dissipation. We have shown

examples in which, by getting farther and farther from equilibrium dynamics, the kinetic

constraints become more relevant than thermodynamic ones in limiting the precision of

a given process. A model of kinesin suggests that the dispersion in the motion of this

molecular motor, in physiological conditions, cannot be arbitrarily small due to the

KUR.

Moreover, the KUR is readily computed also in irreversible systems as those often

modeled by discrete stochastic processes. With an example of predator-prey dynamics,

we have illustrated how the KUR puts a limit on the maximum precision of observables.
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Appendix

We recall the details of the molecular motor model [46, 47] used in the main text and

of the analytical technique for computing average quantities from a scaled cumulant

generating function in the context of large deviation theory [44,47].

Kinesin walks on a microtubule, essentially in one dimension with half steps of

size d = 4nm, and can be in one of two kinds of state, A (its legs are on the tubule)

and B (one leg is raised). The full state space is infinite and characterized by the

number n of half steps of the motor and by the number m of ATP consumed, after
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Figure 4. Sketch of possible transitions and relative transition rates in the kinesin

model.

assuming for example i = (0, 0) to be of kind A. A jump from a state i = (n,m) is

to a neighbor of the opposite kind via one of four different transitions. For kind A

these are: (1) right step with no ATP consumed, (2) left step with no ATP consumed,

(3) right step with ATP consumed (which is the typical motor direction), (4) left step

with ATP consumed. The opposite transitions from state B are also possible, see the

scheme in Fig. 4. In a notation consistent with the sketched transitions, we write their

rates as ~ka = (ka,1, ka,2, ka,3, ka,4), ~kb = (kb,1, kb,2, kb,3, kb,4). Thus, in total, there is a rate

λa = ~ka ·~1 to escape from A and λb = ~kb ·~1 from B, where ~1 = (1, 1, 1, 1).

Kinesin is usually pulling cargoes with a force F ≈ pN. For a scaled force

f = Fd/(kBT ) with sign f < 0 if F is opposite to the motion (it pulls on the left), rates

read

ka,1 = ωe−ε+θ
+
a f , kb,1 = ωe−θ

−
b f ,

ka,2 = ω′e−ε−θ
−
a f , kb,2 = ω′eθ

+
b f ,

ka,3 = αe−ε+θ
+
a fk0[ATP] , kb,3 = αe−θ

−
b f ,

ka,4 = α′e−ε−θ
−
a fk0[ATP] , kb,4 = α′eθ

+
b f ,

with values

θ+
a = 0.25 , θ−a = 1.83 , θ+

b = 0.08 , θ−b = −0.16 ,

and k0 = 1.4 × 105µM−1, ε = 10.81, α = 0.57s−1, α′ = 1.3 × 10−6s−1, ω = 3.4s−1,

ω′ = 108.15s−1. See Ref. [46] for all the details on these parameters.

The generator M of the dynamics is the matrix entering in the master equation

∂tp = Mp, where p = (pA, pB) is the probability at time t to find the motor in A or B. To

obtain the cumulants of an observableX, one first “tilts” the generator with exponentials

suitably coupled to the transitions. Let us define ~vi = (eγi,1s, eγi,2s, eγi,3s, eγi,4s) where γ’s
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will define the observable X. With this definition, the tilted generator is written in a

compact notation as

MX(s) =

(
−λa ~kb · ~vb
~ka · ~va −λb

)
Its eigenvalue Λ(s) (of the two) for which Λ(0) = 0 (i.e. the eigenvalue corresponding

to the steady state of M = MX(0)) is the scaled cumulant generating function of X,

namely the function determining its scaled cumulants in the limit of long time. For

instance, the scaled average is

J = lim
t→∞
〈X〉t/t = ∂sΛX(s)|s=0

and the scaled variance is

C2 = lim
t→∞

[〈X2〉t − 〈X〉
2
t ]/t = ∂2

sΛX(s)
∣∣
s=0

To obtain the mean dynamical activity κ one uses ~γa = ~γb = ~1. For the

entropy production σ (with Boltzmann constant kB = 1) the suitable ~γa = −~γb =

(ln ka,1/kb,1, . . . , ln ka,4/kb,4). For an observable X equal to the displacement, in this

model we have ~γa = −~γb = (d,−d, d,−d). The solutions plotted in the main text are

obtained via Mathematica and here we do not report their long explicit formulae.
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